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The most important function of language is as a means of communication. In educational
context in Indonesia, English has function as a means of communication to access information,
and in daily context, English is used to keep the interpersonal relationship, changing information
and to enjoy the language esthetic in English culture (Depdiknas, 2003:14). In 2004 curriculum
for juni0r high school, the students are expected to be able to reflect on their own and other
people experiences, express their ideas and understand kind of sense nuance.
In this study, the problem is “to what extent do the first grade year students of MTSN
Srono in Bayuwangi in the academic year 2014/2015 Listening to understand”. The purpose of
this study is to describe the fisrt grade year students’ ability in Listening conversation and text .
The assumption of this study is the first grade year students at MTSN Srono in Banyuwangi in
the academic year 2014/2015 are able to understand about material Listening to understand .

The design of the research is descriptive quantitative. The sample of this study is a
language program class that consists of 40 students. To get the sample the researcher uses
purposive sample. To obtain the data, the researcher uses test. The data is analyzed by using
percentage formula.
The result of data analysis shows that the percentage students’ Listening in the aspect of
pronounzation vocabulary is fair category, in the aspect of mechanic have poor category, in the
aspect of organization is poor category and in the aspect of vocabulary is poor category.
Furthermore, the students’ percentage in Listening Ability text and conversation is in a poor
category. It means that the second year students of Mtsn Srono in Banyuwangi in the academic
year 2014/2015 are able to write Listening to Understand
practicing.
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3.6.2 Reliability of Listening Ability
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find out the Difficulty Level, Discriminating
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students’ Listening Comprehension .
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the writer conducted a try out of the test to

E =N
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The Description of the Data
E= The percentage of the students active
In this research the data was , take
involvement.

from the students’ Listening comprehension
n= The number of active participants.
test. This research used percentage formula
N= The total number of the students
to know students” Listening
Based on the data analysis the result
can be see in the Appendix. Where then
are only
Four students reached standard minimum
criteria of Listening Comprehension..

Students Name
1.Dita Deny Saputri
2. Andi Pranata
3.Elok Nur indah sari
4 Chikita Mayla wahyu i
5. Indaha jannatul Mawa

True
20
20
20
20
19

Percent(%)
70
70
70
68
60

false
7
6
6
5,8
5

Percent(%)
30%
30%
30%
40%
50%

By the result analysis the students
The shown table s

Listening Comprehension was only 50%60% it means That ,The students Listening
Comprehension was low in the following
step the writer presents a presentation of

data analysis to clarify variable researcher
Percentage score of Comprehending word
in this research the writer used quantitative
60 second

range

was Comprehending

data. The data in the form of number
paragraph where 60 and the lowest one
where it was calculated quantitatively. The
was Comprehending sentence 51
data here were taken from the score of
Variable test
the students test. In Analyzing the data the
Variable
writer

used

percentage

lower

higher

mean

28

20

formula in

Comprehension of Listening to know how

Listening
Ability

7

students” , Comprehension in Listening.
5.1 Discussion The Of The Research .
This Discussion will

explain the

4.2 Research Analysis Test
result of the problem , that is , how is the
Understanding Word

60

Understanding Sentence

51

understanding Paragraph

60

students

Listening Comprehension of

second year students Of Mtsn Srono in the
Academic year 2013/2014.

Based on the table above the
higher score of the students right answer
is noun where the
For

the

reason,

the

researcher

comprehend a text using Descriptive text

investigated the cause of this matter. The

conversation . In teaching learning process,

result of the investigation showed that the

the students used to be passive participant.

students didn’t understand about Listening

Some students who were sitting in the back

Ability test to the cassette strategy, have low

talked by themselves and it made the class

skill in Listening and vocabulary because of

not conducive. It was caused by the students

that they tend to make mistakes in trying to

still confused when the teacher applied

Listening Ability test to the cassette

way of teaching Listening comprehension

strategy in the class

by using Listening test to the cassette to the

Having taken the problems the

students. The researcher asked the students

students of grade V11 of Mtsn Srono, How

to make group to make them become more

are

Listening Ability test ?good enough ,

confident and brave in asking question or in

students listening ability in Mtsn Srono in

doing the exercises given by the researcher

class V11 as language teaching has moved

and also the researcher, and then the

toward comprehension based approaches.

researcher using popular conversation diary

Listening to learn has become increasing

activity, using simple conversation

important in the English as a second

give more text to listen in their home to

language

(Van

make the students understand the meaning

is seen , as a score

of the text and to give reward to the students

cmponent of many language programs

who were active in the class, were some of

(Richard 2005) the central role of listening

ways to enhance the motivation and

in dicipline has generated a lot of research

participation of the students in teaching

into processs involved in second language

listening processes..

(ESL)

Duzer,1997) and

listening

and

classroom

(field

But mostly the improvement was

1998:2004) considerable attention has also

caused of the students who have become

been given to the development of technique

accustomed to use Listening test

and tools to encouragethe development of

cassette strategy in teaching and learning

skills

(Wilson

process from Listening the text, making

,2003Hulstjin,2003). into consideration, the

their own questions related to the text based

researcher did some modifications to the

on Listening text, and then answering the

in

comprehension

text,

this

area

to the

questions given by underlining the important

6

information while Listening the text. It made

4

the

students

easier

to

integrate

the

Series 1

2

Series 2

0

Series 3
Category Category Category Category
1
2
3
4

information and the ideas presented in the
descriptive text.
By that, the students’ Listening
comprehension in the second meeting

is

much better than in the first meeting. The
conclusion by Suprijono (2010:103) one of

The chart above that students’ can be
answer right in understanding word is 40
item for high score 70 from 39

students

can be item understanding paragraphscore
50

by

students

that

last indicator

is

understanding sentence answer 60

the strategies can be developed in order to
Listen effectively is a Listening test strategy
and Gie (in Trianto, 2009:151) through

CHAPTER V1
CONCLUSION

Listening Ability test strategies can facilitate
students to understand the concept of
listening It means that listening Ability test

6.1 CONCLUSION
As the chapter already discussed
before

that

the

students ‘

Listening

Comprehension was still Low where
strategy can be applied in the teaching
Listening

by

using

descriptive

text

conversation, students can improve their

the

prescentage score from 39 students High
score 70 beside the result of the data
analysis

was

found

that

score

understanding word 60 and score of
listening

comprehension,

word, sentence and meaning.

including

the

understanding sentence was 60 finally The
last

one wa s understanding

paragraph

where the score was 51 all the All the
Chart

result score was medium categories . the
students’ should realize the Important of
Listening Comprehension and factors that

can

increase

their

in

Listening

Comprehension .

Systematically to increase the students ‘
progress

in the Listening Comprehension

especially in
6.2

RECOMMENDATION
Based on the fact of the students ‘

score of Listening test where in Medium
categories the writer gives suggestion to
the English teacher , the Students ‘ and
next researcher .
6.2.1 The English Teacher to Students’
The English
teacher
should
encourage

students

to improve their

Ability Listening Comprehension . in case ,
the English teacher

should

know

Understanding

conversation . because

paragraph

Students ‘ still

found difficult in determining the main
idea of the paragraph conversation .
6.2.2 The English Other Reseacher
The next resacher should find the
more problem out come that faced
By an input for their studies to find
anohter
Increase

input

for

Ability

Listening Ability .

English

teacher

to

comprehension

of
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